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CHARACTERISTICS OF FUEL FLOW RA TE 
OF A CARBURETTOR ENGINE 
Shigenobu Hayashi and Norihiro Sawa* 
Abstract 
It is n巴cessaryto feed always an appropriate mixture into the cylinders for r巴ducingthe exhaust emissions 
from an加 tomobilegasoline engine. Therefore， on the practical gasoline engine， we must be well known in 
respect of the stat巴ofpressure wave ch旦racteristicson the throat of a carburettor， by reason of， i t isv巴rylarg巴
influence to the fu巴1flow rate. 
In this p呂P巴r，the authors have measured in respect of the relationship betw巴巴nthe position and opening 
angle of a carbrettor， the 1巴ngthof the fu巴1inj巴ctionpipe， the length of intake manifold， the engine revolution 
speed and fuel flow rate by used crankcase compressed two cycl巴巴ngm巴
Moreover， we have investigated by compaired thes巳resultsto numerical calculation results on unste旦dy
characteristics of a simplified carburettor only for the maiロfuelsystem 
Some conclusions reached are summarized as follows 
(a) The fu巴1flow amount from a carburettor decreases in inversely proportional to th巴amplitudeof pulsation 
wave in the throat of carburettor and is partly gov巴rnedby th巴matchingcondition q 
(b) When th巴throttlevalve of carbur巴ttoris small opening， the fuel flow amount increases with the engine 
speed and the length of main fuel pipe， because of th巴inertiaeffect of liquid column in main fu巴1pipe. 
(c) To prevent the variation of air excess ratio， th巴utilizationof a Helmholtz resonator with elastic membrane 
is effecti ve 
(d) When the throttle valv巴ofa carbur巴ttoris rapidly closed， the fu巴1flow rate is remarkably decr巴呂田dand is 
viol巴ntlyfluctuated before reaches丘 givenvalue in th巴 stationaryoperation. This fluctuation period is 
approximately巴qualto the natural vibration period of liquid column composed of th巴fuelinjection pipe and 
th巴f10atchamber 
(e) Such旦variationof fuel flow rat巴canbe observed in the case of accelerating operation. 
1. Introduction 
To reduce the exhaust emissions from a carburettor engine， itis necessary， during not 
only steady but also transient operation of it， to feed always an appropriate mixture into the 
cylinders. Recently， basic researches (1)，(2)，(3)on carburettor have been actively out， resulting 
in considerably better understanding of its fundamental characteristics. 
Since pressure wave in the intake pipe of an engine used in practice changes compli-
catedly according as the intake pipe system and operation condition， however， itis difficult 
to forecast， based on the carburettor's fundamental characteristics， fuel flow amount at each 
operation condition unless the realities of the pressure wave in intake pipe are understood in 
detail. Although many authors described， on the other hand， the amount of breathing air， 
they did not almost touch upon the tossible effect of the pressur wave on fuel feed condition 
so that many problems are left unsolved. 
lt is possible to discuss the suction process of a four cycle engine similarly to that of a 
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two-cycle engine and dependence of the pressure wave in intake pipe on the operation 
condition， the wave's effect on the carburettor's character etc. may be treated in the same 
manner. In order to investigate the influence of various factors on the fuel feed condition of 
a two-cycle eロgineprovided with an AMAL type carburettor， the author has experimentally 
examined the influences of position， aperture and dimension of the carburettor， the length of 
intake pipe and examined to some degree the relationship with the experimental and 
numerical-calculation results on unsteady characteristics of a so-called simple carburettor only 
for the main fuel system so that these data are described in the following. 
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2. ExperimentaI Apparatus and Methods 
2.1 Carburettor experiment 
Fig.1 shows an experimental apparatus， which is composed of a Nash vacuum pump 80 
NV5M (maximum flow rate 4.5 m3/min)， a surge tank， a rotary or poppet valve for producing 
pulsating and intermittent air flow， piping， a carburettor， a round nozzle and a surge tank for 
measuring air flow rate， a fuel flowmeter etc. Fig.2 shows the structure and main dimension 
of the carburettor to be tested， where a float chamber is separated from its frame and the 
main fuel pipe system is independent of the low-speed one so as to measure' the respective 
fuels. A throttle valve of the carburettor can be finely regulated and flow resistance coef 
ficient仲間ofthe whole main fuel injection pipe composed of a fuel including needle bar and 
呂 fueljet was obtained from the result of steady-flow experiment for each carburettor 
aperture， X. The flow resistance coefficient is given by a relation 
仲間ニ (α十β)/I Re I 
as shown in Fig.3， where αand s are constants and Re is the Reynolds number. Whileαand 
s depend on the carburettor aperture and the flow direction， they are approximately constant 
for ful aperture (X二 0)，α二 30and β=7・103(4)ー
Similary. the flow resistance coefficientφof the idle fuel injection pipe system is shown 
in Fig.4. The fluctuating pressure in the carburettor throat is measured with a strain-gauge 
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Fig.5 Instantaneous fuel flow-meter 
type pressure indicator， the average negative pressure with a manometer and the instan 
taneous flow rate of fuel with a capacity-type instantaneous flowmeter (see Fig.5)<5)， which 
was trially assembled by the author. In the experiment， the required sinusoidal and inter 
mittent， half.wave rectified-one.like pressure wave are approximately given to the carburet 
tor throat and its fluctuating pressure， the instantaneous value of fuel flow rate and its 
average value and the average amount of breathing air are measured. Such experiments are 
repeated for respective condition. 
2.2 Engine experiment 
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2.2.1 Stationary operation 
The tested engine are crankcase compression two-cycle one， which have dimensions as 
shown in Table ・1. The used carburettor is a standard product， which is the same as that in 
the carburettor experiment. The experimental apparatus is， as shown in Fig.6， composed of 
a round nozzle and a surge tank for measuring the amount of breathing air， the carburettor， an 
intake pipe， the test engine and an exhaust pipe. 
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General layout of testing apparatus (engin巴巴xperiment)Fig.6 
Dimensions of test engine 
~ーー~一一『
Symbo1 ~一~九一一ー 一一一 E-50 E-120 一ー 一一一←一一
Cyユinderbore x Stroke， 町l汀1 40中 x39.8 52中 x5ユ
Stroke vo1ume cc 49.8 lユ8.9
Mean vo1ume of crankcase 161 390 during in1e七 openperiod cc 
Compression ratio 7 :ユ 7.28 :ユ
Inner dia. of in1et pipe mm ユA 20 
Por七七iming Scaveng土ng :t55(B.D.C. ) :t58(B.D.C. ) 
(symme七rica1)
Exhaust :t67(B.D.C.) :t76.5(B.D.C. ) 
工n1et 士60(T.D.C.) :t60(T.D.C. ) 
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In addition， a manometer and a strain-gauge type pressure indicator are inserted for 
measuring average negative and pulsating pressures in carburettor throat and a venturi -type 
fuel flowmeter is setted between the float chamber and the fuel tank to measure the average 
fuel flow rate. With the float chamber separated from the frame， only the main fuel system 
is made to work， itlength lf being selected variably according as the experimental purpose 
Another strain-gauge type pressure indicator and a top dead center are installed to measure 
pulsating pressure immediately before the inlet port and in the crankcase， respectively. The 
experimental procedure is as follows. At first， the given intake pipe length Ls， carburettor 
aperture C and its fitting position ls are set and the engine is made to start by means of an 
electric dynamometer to enter into driving operation. 
Since combustion fluctuation caηcause the variations of the amount of breathing air 
and fuel flow rate， the engine speed is consecutively changed from 1500 rpm to 6000 rpm 
usually under the motoring operation and after the temperature of ignition plug seat becomes 
steady at each engine speed， the amount of breathing air， the fuel flow rate， the negative 
pressure at carburettor throat etc. are measured. 
Similar experiments are repeated with the setting condition changed. The pulsating 
pressure at each part is further measured and recorded under a representative condition. 
Since it is difficult to measure accurately a minute flow rate of fuel， the measured values 
easily fluctuate and such a slight variation is magnified if it is expressed through excess air 
Fig.7 generallayout of巴xperimentalapp司ratus(tr丘nsitionaloperation) 
l. Laminar-flow typ巴dair flow-meter， 2.M品nometer，3. Carbur巴tor
4. Capacity-typed pressure indicator， 5.Main fuel jet， 
6. Capacity.typed instantan巴ousflow-meter， 7.Vinyl pipe， 
8. Float chamber， 9.Displacement.meter for float， 
1O.M田 suringprobe of fu巴llevel，1l. Fuel flow-meter， 
12. Fuel tank， 13. Pressur巴indicator，14. Test engine， 
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ratio， with a larger fuel jet than normal one the experiment is carried out within a range of 
rich mixture 
2.2.2 Transitional operation 
Fig.7 shows a generallayout of the experimental apparatus， which is mainly composed of 
a laminar-type instantaneous air flow meter(l)， a capacity-type pressure indicator(4)(5) and a 
capacity-type instantaneous flow meter(6) for examining the behavior of fuel flow， an in-
dicator(9) and a probe(10) for mesuring the displacements of the float and fuel level in the 
float chamber(8) and a test engine etc. 
3. Experimental Results and Considerations 
3.1 When carburettor aperture is large 
3.1.1 Tuning of residual pulsating wave and fuel flow rate 
When intake pipe length Ls is kept constant (Lsニ 88cm) and the carburettor with 
aperture C-8/8 (α/βi日asymbol Cα/βexpresses hereinafter aperture area ratio) is brought 
close to the engine side， the amount of breathing air Ga changes with the carburettor's 
position by 1 to 2 % only of delivery ratio K but the fuel flow ratio Gf is， as shown in Fig.8， 
remarkably decreased and it further is varied widely at a particular engine speed N.(6) Fig.9 
shows the experimental result of Fig.8 rearranged in terms of Gf/ A百 forthe purpose of 
making more vivid the influence of residual pulsating wave. Fig.9 also comprises the 
maximum valueムP*of positive pressure wave， determined from oscillogram of pulsating 
pressure at the carburettor throat as well as the cycle number of pulsating wave in the intake 
pipe during one revolution of engine (from an intake opeing， 1.0. to that in the next intake 
process). 
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its ups and downs appearing near qニ n+1/4(印n=ln此ltege臼r戸 sucha出s1，2，'….一→.う)and qニ n十3/4，
r印一万es叩pe氏ctivel片y. Generally， a pulsation coefficient q* is given by the following formula 
q*=15・a/N(Ls+ムl) …(1)
Where a : propagation velocity of pressure wave within the intake pipe [m/secJ 
N : engine speed [rpmJ 
Ls : intake pipe length [mJ 
ムl: corrected length of pipe end [mJ 
Whenqキニ n+ 1/4， the negative residual pulsating wave and the inlet opening 1.0. overlap 
so that the negative-pressure period of the intake process lengthens as shown in Fig.lO. 
When q*ニ n十 3/4，the negative-pressure period shortens on the contrary because the 
positive wave and 1.0. overlap目 Inthe former， for this reason， fuel outflow is promoted， while 
in the latter it is prevented. Since q * corresponds to the above-mentioned q， itcan be seen 
that undulation of the Gf/ IZH curve depends on the tuning of the residual pulsating wave 
If a carburettor is mounted at open end of the intake pipe， influence of such a residual 
pulsating wave is comparatively， slight， as can be seen on the Gf/ /Z百carve，Fig.9， for l/ 
l2=0/78 (Engine E-50， Lsニ88cm) as well as on an excess air ratio carve (E-120， Ls二 88cm)， 
Fig.ll， even in the case of a longer intake pipe. Since the wave's amplitude is decreased for 
shorter intake pipe， its influence is gradually lowered and not almost observed at Lsニ 16cm
lC 10 1 C 10 q'= 
ー 2拾 1∞
2 
Fig.l0 Pulsation factor q' and superpose 
of pressure wav巴
20 
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Fig.ll 
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旦ndengine speed N (Engme E-120) 
Symbol M : motoring， F : firing 
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(see Fig.ll) 
For either motoring or firing operation (comparison between the marks'" and ・m
Fig.ll)， values of the excess air r丘tioare， even when the exhaust pipe length Le is lengthened 
and the delivery ratio K remarkably is changed， almost unchanged only if parameters Ls， lsC 
etc. of the intake pipe system are the same. 
3.1.2 Carburettor position and fuel flow rate 
In the experimental results shown in Figs.8， 9 and 12， even in a range of q > 3， the fuel 
flow附 Gfand the value of Gf/1L1百aremore decreased the more the carbu附 orap-
proaches the engine side. This tendency can be recognized within al the engine speed range 
and its amount is considerably large 
Now， draw a diagram representing a relationship between the fuel flow rate Gf and the 
carburettor position ls， lscorresponding to a length from open end of the intake pipe to fuel 
injection port of the carburettor， estimate the value of fuel flow rate GfO at a point corres 
ponding to Is=O and plot Gf/Gfo against ls/Ls， then Fig.13 can be obtained. Experimental 
result for various values of the intake pipe length Ls， the engine speed N， the carburettor 
aperture C， the fuel jet hole diameter dh etc. of an engine E-120 are also shown in Fig.l3， the 
fuel flow rate Gf in each case is more de， 
creased the more the carburettor approaches 
the engine side. Such a phenomenon cannot 
be understood on the basis of influence of the 
residual pulsating wave under tuning condi-
81一一 I I ~ tion， the general relation of a steady flow etc.， 
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so that it is suggested that it is necessary to treat the flow in iniection pipe as unsteady flow. 
In order to investigate the fuel flow rate characteristics in the case when pulsating pressure 
wave acts on the carburettor's fuel iniection port， the values of instantaneous fuel flow rate 
Gfi have been numerically calculated and experimentally examined on a simple carburettor， 
which only a main fuel injection pipe works. If the influence of fuel in the carburettor's float 
chamber， the compressibility of fuelliquid column in the main fuel iniection pipe etc. are now 
neglected， then the equation of motion for the fuelliquid column in the pipe is克lveηbythe 
following 
where 
(lf/g) X十(仲間/2g)I X I X十XニムpV/Yf …(2) 
lf : length of the main fuel iniection pipe [mJ 
g : gravitational constant [m/sec2J 
X : displacement of the fuelliquid column [mJ 
ムPv:pressure difference acting on the fuel outflow port and the fuel surface in the 
float chamber [Kg/m2J 
Yf : specific weight of fuel [Kg/m3J 
仲間:flow resistance coefficient for the whole fuel iniection pipe 
As for the last.mentioned drag coefficient， its value determined in steady.flow experi 
ment is to be used. While the pressure wave within the intake pipe of an actual engi日eIS 
that of damped oscillation repeated every revolution， for the simplicity of problem it is here 
assumed that the following pressure wave of undamped oscillation : 
ムPvニムp. sin ωt+ムPm ・(3)
acts continuously on thをfueloutflow port and based on Eq. (2) the instantaneous value Gfi= 
γf・Af・X，where Af is the cross.sectional ar回 ofthe main fuel iniection pipe(m2J， of fuel 
flow rate are numerically calculated by the Lunge.Kutter.Gill's method with an electronic 
computer F ACOM-231 i日theCalculation Center，孔1uroranInstetute of Technology to deter 
mine the average fuel flow rate Gm [g/secJ per cycle. 
On the other hand， Fig.14 shows a relationship between Gm/Gms and the amplitude of 
pulsating waveムpand the steady negative pressureムPmon the basis of the value of fuel flow 
rate Gms， calculated from the relation on 'steady flow， in the case， where only the steady 
日egatJvepressureムPmacts (ムp=O)
In the same figure， Gm/Gms is more decreased the largeムpis and the smallerムpmIS， Jt 
being approximately equal to 0.42， for instance， whenムP/Yf二 2mandムPm/ル=0.6m. This 
is caused by such facts that the drag coefficient仲間is a function of the Reynolds' number Re 
and that the fuel flow rate depends on the inertia of fuelliquid column in the injection pipe， 
a counterflow phenomenon due to the pulsating positive pressure wave etc.， the calculated 
+ value coinciding well with the measured one (shown with ・markin Fig.l4(A)，ムPm/ルキ0.6
m) in carburettor experiment. According to the numerical calculation， the fuel flow rate Gm 
is increased with increase in angular velocity ω(rad/secJof the pulsating pressure wave and 
approaches its value Gms in the case， where an average negative pressure acts， so that the 
influence ofムptend to be decreased. As for an actual engine， the angular velocity ωof 
(153) 
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pulsating wave in its intake pipe is given by 
ωニ 2πa/4・(Ls十ムl)if the intake pipe system 
being considered to be a pipe with one end ，0 
open and another closed， so that the intake (rf 
pipe length Ls mainly determinesωThe 0，5 
results of basic analysis on carburettor will be 
applied to an actual engine and it is possible to 
conclude that the longer the intake pipe length 
Ls is， the larger the amplitudeムPof pulsating 
wave is and the smaller the angular velocity ω 
and that the higher the e口ginespeed N is， the 
larger the carburettor aperture is and the more 
the carburettor approaches the engine side， 
the largerムpis. Since the longer the intake 
pipe length Ls is and the higher the engine 
speed N is， the more the steady negative 
pressureムPmis increased， on the other hand， 
Fig.14 Ratio of fuel flow rate Gm/Gms， Gf/Gfo 
and pulsating pressure wav巴
they have opposite effects to each other. 
As can be also observed in the experimental results， Fig.13， this results in a conclusion 
that the fuel flow rate ratio Gf/Gfo mainly depends on the carburettor aperture and its 
position. Further， Fig.14(B) shows Gf/Gfo， instead of Gm/Gms， determined from the results 
of engine experiment (Figs.8 and 13) and it is plotted with the maximum amplitudeムp(see 
Fig.7)， instead of the pressure amplitudeムp，of pressure wave obtained from oscillogram in 
order to make clear the influences of L'>p andムPm・ Fig.14(B)also comprizes， with dotted line， 
the calculated values of Gm/Gms， determined from Eqs.(2) and (3) with negative pressure 
ムPm/ルキ0.05m and the angular velocity of pulsating waveω=2πa/4(Ls十ムl) ~600 rad/sec， 
which are approximately average within the experimental range (N士 1500to 4200 rpm) of the 
tested engine E-50 (Ls=88 cm). 
Although the pressure wave in intake pipe is a damped pulsating one， which is repeated 
every revolution， the experimental values coinside considerably well with the calculated. 
Consequently， the decrease of fuel flow日teGf and Gf/ Ji，百 whenthe carburettor 
approaches the engine side is principally caused by the unsteady characteristics of the 
carburettor due to the increased amplitude of pulsating wave acting on the fuel injection port 
and this is also affected by the residual pulsating wave under superposed condition as 
described in the preceding section， so that it has such a remarkable influence as brings about 
imposible combustion at a particular engine speed. 
3.2 When carburettor aperture is small 
3.2.1 Engine speed and fuel flow rate 
1n the case of a large carburettor aperture (for example， ful opening C-8/8) as described 
in the preceding section， the value of Gf/jtJ{ approximately the same irrespective of engine 
speed， ifthe undulation of Gf/ぷ百curve'(seeFig.9) caused by the residual pulsating wave 
(154) 
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under superposed condition are neglected. This is also observed from the curve of excess air 
ratio A (points marked with ・and0) in the experimental results (see Fig.15) on engine 
E-120. When the carburettor aperture is smaller， C.2/8 to C-3/8， as during low-load or 
engine-brake operation， on the contrary， the higher the engine speed N is， the more both the 
breathing air amount Ga and fuel flow rate Gf are increased but since the latter's increase is 中、レ
more remarkable， the excess air ratio λis， as shown with the points 0， c)and .， Fig.15， 
gradually decreased. Fig.l6 also comprizes oscillograms a， b， c， ・ of pressure wave at the 
carburettor throat under the conditions (l" l2， 
C， N etc.) corresponding to arrows a， b，ら・・，
respectively， on the A curve. When the car-
burettor apeature is small， the pressure wave 
in the intake pipe is damped and the wave 
acting on the fuel iniection port is approxi 
mately so-called half-wave rectification type 
negative one such as shown in oscillogram豆，
which is produced every revolution during the 
inlet period. In order to make clear the fun 
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damental characteristics of fuel flow rate when such a pressure wave acts on the fuel injec-
tion port of a carburettor， let us assume that a pressure wave given by the following ex 
presslOn: 
ムPFApmJLθ(4) 
as shown in Fig.15， acts on the effective inlet period e *rad.， where e iscrank angle rad .
Fig.17 shows the instantaneous fuel flow rate Gfi， with solid line， calculated from Eqs.(2) and 
(4) and those determined from a relation of steady flow with dotted line， the average fuel flow 
rate G間 andG附 beingalso indicated. Although the author could not succeed in produce 
experimentally such a pressure wave as satisfies Eq. (4)， the measured values of instan-
taneous fuel flow rate when the approximate pressure wave acts are also drawn with thick 
solid line. 1n Fig.17， the response of the instantaneous fuel flow rate Gfi toward the negative 
pressure wave are bad because of the inertia of fuelliquid column within the injection pipe 
and in particular for decelerating flow 
For this reason， the average fuel flow rate Gm is higher than that Gms determined from 
the relation of steady flow. 
Since the increase in engine speed N shortens in addition the required time of one 
revolution， fuel outflow does not perfectly interrupted before the intake process of the fol-
lowing cycle begines. Consequently， itcan be concluded that the average flow rate Gm is 
increased in proportion to the engine speed N. This fact can be also confirmed its good 
qualitative coincidence with the measured values in carburettor experimeロt. 1n the next 
place， the average fuel flow rate Gm is calculated while the engine speed N rpm inθ=(2πN/ 
60)・t，Eq.(4)， being changed to determine Gm/Gmo on the basis of a value Gmo at N = 1600 
rpm. 1n order to compare with the result of engine experiment shown in Fig.15， further， the 
excess air ratio A at a given engine speed is determined fromλニ λ。(Gmo/Gm)，where λo is the 
value of excess air ratio under the conditions of Nニ 1600rpm， carburettor position l，/l2=2.5/ 
28 and its aperture C-3/8， and the thus obtained values of A are shown with dotted line in 
Fig.15. They coincide well qualitatively with the experimental values and it can be seen 
that the fundamental characteristics of carburettor affect the fuel flow rate. Since the 
pressure wave of the test engine is not of such a perfect half-wave rectification type negative 
one as that shown in Oscillogram ;t and its amplitude is increased to some degree as can be 
see口inOscillograms b and <: when the engine speed becomes higher， itseems necessary to 
take into consideration these influences in detail 
3.2.2 Length of fuel injection pipe a8d fuel flow rate 
1n an actual engine， the float chamber is sometimes separated from the carburettor's 
frame and connected to the latter with pipe to prevent choppy oil surface in the chamber due 
to mechanical vibration. If it is possible to consider such a connecting pipe to be rigid， then 
it corresponds to the lengthening of pipe length lf in the Eq.(2). The larger the fuel injection 
pipe length lf is， the more the response of instantaneous fuel flow rate Gfi when a half-wave 
rectification type日egativepressure given by Eq.(4) acts on the fuel injection port is deteri 
orated， its value in a孔 acceleratingflow region is decreased and its value in a decelerating 
flow region increased. For this reason， the average fuel flow rate Gm is increased. If Gm/ 
( 156) 
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Gmo is calculated from Eqs.(2) and (4) on the basis of its value Gmo for the fuel injection pipe 
length lfニ 0.03m， Gm/G削 isincreased， as shown in Fig.16， inproportion to lf and thus Gm/ 
Gmo=1.43 at lf=l m. Experimental values Gf/Gfo obtained in engine experiment are also 
indicated in Fig.18. The calculated and experimental results cannot be quantitatively coin 
pared with each other because in engine experiment the pressure wave in intake pipe is not 
of perfect halrwave rectification type and the carburettor frame and the float chamber are 
partially connected with vinyl hose， but the experimental values are increased in proportion to 
the pipe length lf with Gf/Gfo二子1.22，for example， at lf二 1m to coincide qualitatively with 
the calculated values. In this way， the fundamental characteristics of carburettor's fuel flow 
rate are also reflected in that of engine experiment. 
3.2.3 Position of carburettor and fuel flow rate 
While in the case of large carburettor aperture， for example， C-8/8 or C-6/8， the more the 
carburettor approaches the engine side， the more the fuel flow rate Gr isdecreased as shown 
in Fig.13， inthe case of small carburettor aperture， for example， C 2/8 or C-3/8， as that during 
low-load or engine-brake operation the fuel flow rate Gf isロotalways decreased 
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As is shown in Fig.19 (engine E-120， Ls=42 cm)， itbecomes maximum near the center 
of intake pipe (ls/Ls=0.3 to 0.4) and tends on the contrary to be decreased as the carburettor 
approaches the open end of pipe. This position of maximum Gf approaches more the open 
end side the larger the carburettor aperture is and coincides with the open end itself at more 
than C-5/8 of aperture. In the case of small carburettor aperture there is thus no relation 
among the fuel flow rate Gf， the carburettor position ls and the average mean pressure ElH 
and it appears that this is based on remarkable variation， according as the carburettor posi-
tion， of pressure wave acting on the fuel injection port. As is shown in Fig.20， Oscillograms 
9:， b and c of pressure wave under the conditions (ls/Ls， N， C， etc.) corresponding to the arrows 
ヨ， _Q and ~ on theムHcurve， a pressure wave， similar to such a half-wave rectification type 
negative one as shown in Fig.a， acts during inlet period in the case of the carburettor lying at 
the open end of intake pipe (ls/Ls=0.19) but two large negative pressure wave are produced 
during inlet period 叫ん/Lsキ0.43(Fig.b) realized when the carburettor approaches the engine 
side. 
If it approaches further the engine side， a large residual pulsating wave can be observed， 
as shown in Fig.c (ls/Lsキ0.65)，even after inlet closure (I.C.). Such a wave appears because 
the damping effect of throttle on the pressure wave is more decreased the more the carbu 
rettor is situated near the node of vibration system in the air column and the experimental 
values 5.1 to 5.4 ms of period of the residual pulsating wave are approximately equal to a 
value T=4・(Ls+Ell)/aキ5.3ms， obtained on the assumptions of pressure propagation ve 
locityaニ 330m/sec and pipe end correctionムl=2cm (equal to the inner diameter of intake 
pipe dJ As can be seen from the pressure wave of Fig.c， where that of Fig.a is also 
reproduced with dotted line， itappears that the pressure wave during inlet period is a 
resultant of two components， that is， one (dotted line) produced by the negative pressure in 
crankcase and the innertia of breathing air another of a comparatively short period. Its 
period is considerably close to a value Tニ 4・(Ls+ムl)/a今3.6 ms， calculated wi th the 
distance ls from the open end of intake pipe. This may be caused by superposition of a 
pressure vibration， which has a closed end at the throat of carburettor. In Fig.b， however， 
the experimental value 3 ms is not so close to the calculated 0口e2.5 ms as in Fig.c. Although 
the pressure wave in intake pipe is thus not simple， itappears that such a result as shown in 
Fig.18 isbrought about because increase in negative pressure wave during intake process 
increases the fuel flow rate Gf and the residual pulsating wave prevents fuel outflow 
Since pressure in the intake pipe changes complicatedly according as the conditions 
concerned and affects also the fuel flow rate， so that it is impossible to forecast the rate under 
each operation unless the pressure's particulars are well understood. 
3.3 Resonator and fuel flow rate 
it is said that when the intake pipe of an engine is longer and the carburettor is nearer 
the engine side， addition of Helmholtz resonator to the inake pipe can contribute to the 
damping of pulsating wave and be thus effective to the improvement of excess air ratio. In 
this research on a two-cycle en釦ne，for example， Alfred Jante(7) has proposed a reso口ance
speed Nr=6D .νbased on tuni昭 ofthe natural frequency νof air column in a Helmholtz 
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resonator with the inlet number N /60 into the engine and described that a resonator of 
natural frequencyνcan improve the excess air ratio curve within a range of engine speed， 
higher than N r 
If a Helmholtz resonator is used to make flat the excess air ratio curve 1日 arange of 
higher-speed than the minimum engine speed assumed to be Nニ 1500rpm， let us take the 
resonator's dimension d=2 cm and lニ5cm and pressure propagation velocity aニ330/sec，
then from N r=60・νandv=(a . d/4π). ;;;苛古河可thevolume can be approximately 
calculated to be V二 2.07x104c. Although the author used two resonator， V=2.1x104 and 
1.3 X 103 cc. and confirmed its effect， such a resonator with large volume violently vibrates so 
that its practical application is difficult. For this reason， the author prepared another reso 
nator 52.9 y)X 54 mm of a volume， equal to that of engine's stroke volume V hニ 118.9cc 
and investigated the effects of the resonator 
mounted on an engine and of an elastic (rub-
ber) diaphragm covering the resonator's closed 
end. The experimental results are shown in 
Figs.21 and 22， where in the case of the engine 
E-120， Ls=62 cm， ll/l2=22.5/28 cm， the pul 
sating pressure wave becomes larger and the 
Fig.22 Behavior of various factors in transient 
operation 
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mixture does weaker (λ二1.5)，as is shown in Oscillogram 1， near N =4000 rpm (qキ1・3/4)but
if the resonator is mounted at A， immediately before the carburettor， the pulsating pressure 
wave is， as shown i口Oscillogram2， remarkably damped and the influence of residual pul-
sating wave on the fuel flow rate is also reduced so that it is possible to prevent， tωo s叩ome
deg伊r勾ee，the m刊11はxtu山1江rぜsweaki王ong(以λ壬キ子1.2幻). The value of engine speed， corresponding to a pe品t
of the excess air ratio is shifted near Nニ3500rpm， because the equivalent length of the whole 
intake pipe system is lengthened and the period of pressure wave increased(7). 
Suitable throttling of the inlet of resonator (marked with symbol D) and attaching of 
elastic diaphragm (marked with symbol F) can reduce further variation of the excess air ratio 
curve to attain approximately the required object. On the contrary， attentio口shouldbe paid 
to a fact that in an engine utilizing a breathing-air inertia effect to increase the maximum 
delivery ratio， resonator also reduces the inertia effect(8) 
3目4Transitional operation and fuel flow rate 
when the engine speed is kept constant and the throttle valve of a carburettor is rapidly 
opened or is rapirly closed， the instantaneous air flow rate， the instantaneous fuel flow rate， 
the variation of fuellevel in the float chamber， the movement of float and the pressure wave 
before inlet port are simultaneously measured. A typical oscillogram of them is shown in 
Fig.23. 1n this figure， when the pressure wave before inlet port has changed as a result of 
opening of the throttle valve， the breathing air and the fuel begin to flow in after a while， and 
then the fuellevel in the float chamber and the float do to be lowered. At this time， the float 
follows the fuellevel with a retard of about 0.3 sec. and about 3 sec. is necessary to reach a 
stationary condition. 
Since this period is， consequently， accompanied the lowering of the fuellevel， the outflow 
of fuel must be affected. If the fuel flow rate is calculated from Eq.(2) while the influences 
of fuel level and the characteristics of the drag coefficient in the carburettor throat and the 
fuel injection pipe being taken into consideration， the fuel flow rate (Gf g/s) reaches， as can 
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be seen from Fig.24， a maximum value at about 0.25 sec. from the beginning of fuel outflow 
and a minimum value at about 0.8 sec.. This value (0.8 sec) coincides well with the time (0.8 
to 1.0) marked with an arrow mark in Fig.23， so that this correspond to a characteristic of a 
tested carburettor. And then the variation of fuel flow rate， which occurs after the arrow 
Fig.25 B巴haviorof float (F.L.) and fuel level (0. L.) 
o : carburettor open 
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Fig .27 Response retard of float (F. L.) 
and fuellevel (0. L.) 
mark， coincides with the natural frequency 
period of a liquid column in the fuel injection 
pipe of the carburettor. If the float chamber 
is directly connected to the carburettor frame， 
the mechanical vibration from the engine body 
becomes more violent with the increase of 
engine speed. For this reason， the fuel level 
in the float chamber ascends and fluctuates 
violently as shown in Fig.25. Consequently， 
the cycle-by.cycle variations of the fuel flow 
Fig.26 Behavior of fu巴1flow (F. F.)， float (F. L.) 
and fuel level (0. L.) during accelerating operation 
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rate and the irregular fluctuation at an interval of about 0.1 to 0.2 sec. become remarkable 
Even if the throttle valve of carburettor is opened and is closed in such a condition， the fuel 
level and the float do not almost change as shown in Fig.26. By making the electric power 
supply on， the rapid accelerating driving is carried out while the opening of carburettor being 
kept constant and the dynamometer for driving the engine being set at a position of constant 
rotation. Moreover， some time after that， the rapid decelerating driving is carried out by 
making the electric power supply off. An example of the experim巴ntis shown in Fig.27. 
In the case of Fig.27 (a)， the response retard of fuellevel and float are r百 narkableand then the 
float is later than the fuel level， the difference between them being about 0.8 to 1.0 sec. as 
shown in Fig.27. Owing to these influences， the fuel flow rate is temporarily decreased at 
the period of accelerating operation as shown with an arrow mark in Fig.27. The same 
phenomenon can be observed also at the period of decelerating operation. If， on the contrary， 
the rapid acceleration is carried out under a condition of the float chamber directly connected 
to the carburettor frame， the float descends rapidly and vibrates violently while the fuellevel 
beginning to swell and eventually ascending as shown in Figs.(b) and (c). In this case， the 
back flow of fuel becames remarkable. If the decelerating driving is then carried out， the 
float vibrates violently and the fuellevel is rapidly increased so that the abnormal outflow of 
fuel can be observed. Such an abnormal state depends on the fixing state of the carburettor 
and the dimension of the intake pipe system， and that is unstable phenomenon. Since there 
remain many unknown matters， the authors with to continue systematically the experiment 
in the future 
4. Conclusion 
The author experimentally investigated the influences of carburettor position， apeature， 
fuel injection pipe length， intake pipe length and engine speed on the fuel flow rate of a 8mall 
sized two-cycle engine and carried out numerical calculation on a simplified model of carbu-
rettor. The results obtained can be summarized as follows : 
(1) A larger amplitude of pulsating wave affects the next intake process and if the pulsation 
coefficient is q = 15・a/N(Ls+.dl) =n十1/4a negative pulsating wave is superposed on 
inlet port open-period (1.0.) so that the fuel flow rate is increased， while if q =n十3/4a 
positive wave superposed on 1.0. so that the flow rate is decreased. This fluctuation of 
fuel flbw rate due to the tuned pulsating wave is not so remarkable as bring about any 
impossible combustion. 
(2) When a carburettor is mounted to a fixed length of intake pipe， the amplitude of 
pulsating wave acting the carburettor's throat becames larger the more the carburettor 
approaches the engine side and in proportion to it the fuel flow rate is decreased. This 
coincides with the result of numerical calculation 0ロtheunsteady characteristics of fuel 
flow rate in a model carburettor 
(3) when carburettor aperture is small and pressure wave acting the carburettor throat is a 
so-called half-wave rectification type negati.ve one， which is repeated every revolution， the 
response of instantaneous fuel flow rate with regard to the negative pressure wave is more 
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deteriorated due to the inertia of fuel liquid column the higher engine speed is and the 
longer the fuel injection pipe is 
for this reason， the average fuel flow rate per revolution is increased and the excess air 
ratio is decreased 
(4) In the case of a small carburettor aperture， pressure wave acting the carburettor throat 
remarkably changes if the carburettor is made to approach the engine side so that the fuel 
flow rate is not so always gradually decreased as in the case of a large carburettor aperture 
and it attains the maximum on the way 
(5) If fuel flow rate or excess air ratio remarkably fluctuates with engine speed， itis possible 
to reduce considerably such a fluctuation of the ratio with a small Helmholtz resonator， 
which has a suitably throttled inlet and a body made of elastic membrane 
(6) When the throttle valve of a carburettor is rapidly closed， the fuel flow rate is remarkably 
decreased and is violently fluctuated before reaches a given value in the stationary opera-
tion. This fluctuation period is approximately equal to the natural vibration period of liquid 
column composed of the fuel injection pipe and the float chamber. 
(7) Such a variation of fuel flow rate can be observed in the case of accelerating operation 
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